Abstract-Adaptive resource allocation based on perfect Channel State Information (CSI) can significantly improve the performance of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) systems. However, in real systems, accurate CSI is impossible because of noisy channel estimates, channel feedback delays, and processing delays. Therefore, only imperfect CSI can be used for resource allocation purposes. In this paper, we minimize the impact of errors caused by imperfect CSI and evaluate the significance of periodic CSI feedback in a fast fading environment. In a fast fading environment, periodic CSI feedback requires a high overhead load; and the uplink resources reserved for feedback purposes are limited. Thus, we present a strategy that optimizes the usage of those uplink resources. Simulation results show that this strategy leads to a higher overall fairness and system throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is used on the downlink of the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) system as it is inherently able to combat frequency selective fading and offers degrees of freedom in radio resource management (RRM) by taking advantage of diversity effects [1] . Efficient RRM over an OFDMA system depends on accurate Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitter side [2] . Its knowledge allows for the system bandwidth to be fully exploited through adaptation of the transmission parameters used on each OFDMA carrier. Although the system throughput can be improved with accurate CSI [2] , this assumption is unrealistic. Noisy channel estimation, along with a delay between the moment of channel estimation and the actual transmission, results in imperfect or outdated CSI being used for RRM purposes. RRM in OFDMA systems involves the application of adaptive modulation/coding (AMC). AMC provides the flexibility to match the Modulation-Coding Scheme (MCS) to each user's channel conditions. It was concluded in [3] that AMC is not significantly affected by noisy channel estimation if a reasonably good estimator is used. However, when the mobility of the users is high, the CSI becomes more outdated, which will lead to errors in the resource assignments; and thus, to a decrease in overall system performance. As user mobility is a principal driving force for mobile-OFDMA based wireless systems such as LTE, it becomes more important to consider the time-varying nature of channels for resource allocation problems in order to further enhance the system throughput. In LTE, resources are allocated to users every 1msec [1] which allows for a quick response to the varying channel conditions of the link. However, under significant user mobility the small coherence time means that the CSI measurement reports need to be frequent; otherwise, the CSI used by the base-station (BS) to perform AMC will not be correlated with the current channel states. In this paper, we define correlated CSI (CCSI) as the CSI that is correlated to some degree with the current value of the channel. Frequent CSI measurement reports lead to increased system overhead requirements, especially when a large number of active users are present in the cell [4] . Instead of feeding back the instantaneous channel coefficients to the BS, it is feasible that users simply send the mean of the subchannel SNR distribution [5] . We define this knowledge as statistical CSI (SCSI). Using SCSI to perform resource allocation requires significantly less resources to be occupied for feedback purposes.
In practical systems, only imperfect/outdated CSI and SCSI can be used to perform resource allocation. Therefore, practical resource allocation schemes that account for CSI inaccuracy are required. The impact of imperfect and outdated CSI on the performance of adaptive OFDM has already been studied in the literature [3] , [6] . Using SCSI to perform resource allocation for OFDMA systems has been analyzed in [5] . In this work we distinguish between these two different forms of partial CSI (SCSI and CCSI) and address CCSI and SCSI based resource allocation strategies for LTE systems.
Most works [7] − [9] on resource allocation for OFDMA systems under the partial CSI assumption do not differentiate between the SCSI and CCSI concepts. In [5] , a comparison that focused on the continuous rate case (i.e Shannon capacity based formulation) was performed between the two cases. In the first part of this paper we compare the two cases for the more practically relevant case where only a discrete number of modulation and coding levels are available. In order to do so, we quantify the performance degradation created by CSI errors. These results are then applied to allocate resources to users with the objective of maximizing the overall system throughput while ensuring that the target bit error rates are kept below a given threshold and each users queue length is kept within stable bounds. We also investigate the impact of this maximization on the system throughput for both the SCSI and CCSI based resource allocation schemes.
The majority of research on OFDMA resource management does not consider the presence of a Call Admission Control (CAC) unit [7] − [9] , [5] . The CAC unit limits the number of admitted flows in order to maintain the user QoS. Also, it distributes the network throughput between the supported services [10] . Motivated by our comparison between the CCSI and SCSI based resource allocation schemes in the second part of this paper we propose a strategy that leads to a good tradeoff between overhead consumption and fairness as well as throughput when the presence of the CAC unit is considered.
In summary our contributions are as follows: Quantify the performance degradation due to CSI errors for both the SCSI and CCSI cases when only a discrete number of modulation and coding levels are available and a constraint on the target bit error rate is imposed.
Apply these results to a throughput maximizing scheduling algorithm and compare the performamce difference between the CCSI and SCSI based resource allocation schemes.
Propose a strategy that leads to a good tradeoff between overhead consumption and fairness as well as throughput when the presence of the CAC unit is considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the system model and the methodology used to calculate the probability of successfully selecting an MCS level is given in Section 2. The scheduling algorithm used in our simulations and the method proposed to make optimal use of the available resources for feedback is presented in Section 3. Simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a downlink OFDM system with K users and N subchannels. The time axis is divided into Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs). During each TTI, packets of fixed length arrive for each user at a given rate.We consider a downlink OFDM system with K users and N sub-channels. The time axis is divided into Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs) of length 1msec as specified in the LTE standard [1] . Each user accesses the same service whereas a CAC unit is assumed to limit the number of incoming flows so that the network can offer each flow its required QoS. If a request is accepted, the arriving packets are buffered in separate queues for each user. At the beginning of each TTI the BS schedules bandwidth transmission and allocates resources to each user according to their queue state and estimated/average SNR. A set of MCS levels are employed for AMC. Each MCS level is indexed by m ∈ {1, ...., M }, and its selection is determined by the value of the imperfect SNR which is denoted byγ. The range of SNR values used for transmission is divided into M intervals by M SNR thresholds which are chosen in such a way that the information rate is supportable subject to a target BER constraint. These thresholds are denoted by Γ m. Therefore, MCS m will be applied when Γm ≤ γ < Γm+1. Also, it is assumed that R1 < R2 < ..... < RM , where Rm is the spectral efficiency of MCS m. Each user k's channel gain on sub-channel n is denoted by h kn . The channel gains are assumed to follow a complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance, h kn ∼ NC(0, 1).
Call
Consider mobile user k whose outdated channel gain for subchannel n is denoted byĥ kn and the current channel gain which is denoted by h kn . According to [3] , when bothĥ kn and h kn are complex Gaussian variables with a zero mean and unit variance, the conditional probability distribution function (pdf) P (h kn |ĥ kn ) follows a complex Gaussian distribution with a mean equal to µ k = ρ kĥ kn and a variance of σ k = 1 − ρ 2 k . In these expressions, ρ k denotes the correlation coefficient between h kn andĥ kn and its value is ρ k = J0(2πf d,k τ ). Here, J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, f d,k is the maximum Doppler frequency for user k, and τ is the channel feedback delay. In practical systems, if we can estimate the maximum Doppler frequency, this correlation coefficient can be obtained [11] . As
Ricean distribution. When the CSI is outdated, there will always be a nonzero probability of selecting an MCS level which is not optimized for the region where the current SNR lies (i.e selecting an MCS level which cannot meet the target BER). We define P knm as the probability of successfully selecting an MCS level m on sub-channel n for user k. It is given as
where 
No
, respectively, where Pr is the received power and No is the noise spectral density. When SCSI is used to select MCS levels, P knm for a Rayleigh fading channel becomes [13] 
As the use of outdated CSI or SCSI leads to errors when AMC is performed, it is useful to minimize them. In order to achieve optimal utilization of the available spectral resources whilst meeting the target BER requirements, the optimum MCS level m * for each user k on subchannel n is chosen according to the following rule
where P knm is given by either (1) or (3) depending on whether outdated CSI or SCSI is used. In this setting, we denote the maximum bandwidth normalized information rate that can be reliably transmitted by user k on subchannel n by G kn which is given as
The quantity G kn is referred to as throughput throughout this paper.
III. SCHEDULING

A. Scheduling Algorithm
Scheduling generally aims to maximize the system throughput; however, user fairness needs to also be accounted for. Algorithms that simply maximize the system throughput lead to starvation of users at the cell edge and to an oversupply of bandwidth to users that are close to the BS.
A number of scheduling algorithms which assign resources to a set of selected users can be integrated into an OFDMA system. Queue and Channel aware algorithms are able to meet user QoS requirements, as one may need to sometimes schedule users whose delays/queues are becoming large even though their current channel state is not the most favorable. It was shown in [14] that Queue and Channel aware scheduling algorithms are throughput optimal, and that they lead to significant performance improvements for the LTE system [15] . In our work, equal power allocation across all sub-channels is assumed. It is noted in [16] that the throughput degradation arising from such an assumption is negligible when AMC is applied as with the case of LTE.
In order to maximize the throughput of the system whilst meeting the target BER of each user, a simple Queue and Channel aware algorithm will allocate sub-channel n to the user k * for which the following holds
where W k (t) is the head-of-line packet delay or queue length for user k during TTI t; and P knm * Rm * is the channel capacity that meets the target BER requirement assuming that the optimum MCS level m * is selected according to (4). The throughput user k * can achieve on subchannel n is
where B is the bandwidth of a subchannel. For a subchannel n to be assigned in accordance with (6) the scheduler needs to search KM values of P knm Rm as the queue length can be considered a constant. Therefore, the computational complexity associated with allocating N subchannels to K users is O(KM N ).
B. Scheduling to provide a tradeoff between overhead and throughput/fairness
As the user velocity increases, the CSI has to be updated more frequently. Thus, large amounts of spectrum resources need to be reserved for overhead purposes if AMC is to be performed using CSI values that are correlated with the current value of the CSI. This leads to increased overhead requirements. The overhead load increases when a large number of active users are simultaneously present in the cell [4] . In particular, we require NKM bits per timeslot where M is the number of bits required to quantize a real number with negligible quantization error. This is clearly impractical for future mobile OFDMA systems such as LTE, as the capacity allocated for signaling purposes is limited [17] . Therefore it is useful to limit the amount of feedback bits. In this work, we confine the feedback to a set of users by making use of the following considerations.
In networks that support heterogeneous applications with diverse throughput requirements the call-admission control (CAC) unit becomes crucial. Firstly, it limits the number of incoming flows so that the required QoS can be provided to each flow. Secondly, it provides QoS guarantees by distributing the network throughput between the supported services. This is particularly important in networks that support a variety of services as one group of users may be more demanding than the rest, which results in an allocation of the network resources to the former and leaves the latter unsupported. Limiting the aggregate rate that the group of demanding subscribers receives imposes fairness and guarantees QoS for each service.
When the CAC unit functionality is accurate all users admitted into the network need to be satisfied in terms of QoS. A user situated at the edge of the cell requesting access to a specific service will need to be allocated more subchannels than a user with a high average SNR accessing the same service. By limiting periodic CSI feedback to the set of users with the lowest geometry (i.e., users SNR induced by the path-loss/shadowing model) more of the channels assigned by the scheduler will be loaded with CCSI. This scheme is also expected to increase the fairness of the system.
IV. NETWORK SIMULATION
In order to evaluate the importance of periodic CSI feedback as well as the strategy used to reduce the amount of feedback bits we perform system level simulations. Simulation parameters are based on [18] and these are typical values used for LTE simulation studies [14] . We consider a system with 10MHz of bandwidth divided into 666 subcarriers, 624 of which are used for data. The remaining 32 sub-carriers are used as guard subcarriers which also need to be accounted for. The width of each carrier equals 15KHz. Resource allocation cannot be performed on a per sub-carrier basis due to the resulting overhead but is based on subchannels. In LTE [14] Table I. A schematic diagram of the simulation flow is given in Fig.2 . When the simulation begins, each of the (K=25) users moves in a given random direction. The simulator updates the user location every 100 TTIs. During each TTI packets arrive for each user k's queue at a rate equal to the packet arrival rate. The packet size is selected such that the system capacity is roughly equal to 1 packet/user/TTI. In order to assign subchannels to these users so that packet transmission can occur the optimum MCS level m * is required ∀k, n. When SCSI is used the pathloss model leads to the the average user SNRγ through which m * can be obtained using (4). However, when CCSI is used, the values of h kn are also needed. These depend on the power delay profile and the distribution of h kn (h kn |ĥ kn ∼ NC(ρĥ kn , 1 − ρ 2 ). Moreover, the values of ρ are also required. These are a function of τ (delay time between the channel estimation and the actual transmission) and the user velocity. The value of τ differs in each simulation run and is added to the CSI processing delay in order to obtain the total delay time. Using these values and (4) allows the optimum MCS level m * to be found ∀k, n for the case of CCSI. Finally, the queue and channel aware scheduler allocates subchannels to the users in accordance with (6). For each point in the figures presented in the Results section, we run the simulator for 1, 000 TTI's which for the LTE system is equivalent to a 1 second real-time period.
In order to reduce the computational load, link level simulation results are prepared in advance in the form of look-up tables for the throughput calculation, and these give the required SNR values needed to meet a specific target bit error rate. The defined MCS levels use coding rates between 1/8 to 2/3 combined with QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM modulation schemes. The MCS levels used in our simulations are shown in Table II . 
V. RESULTS
In this section, we present the impact of optimally selecting MCS levels on the system throughput when either CCSI or SCSI are used to perform AMC. By system throughput we refer to the maximum spectral efficiency that can be reliably transmitted. A comparison between the SCSI and CCSI resource allocation schemes in a fast fading environment is also presented. Then, we show that the limited resources reserved for feedback can be optimally used when the users with the lowest average SNR's send their CSI to the BS.
A. Impact of optimally selecting MCS levels
As AMC is always performed using imperfect CSI there will be a nonzero probability that the selected MCS level will not be optimized for the region where the current SNR lies. For the periodic CSI feedback scheme, these gains are lower when the value of the Doppler-Delay product f d τ is small. As the value of f d τ grows, the CSI becomes more outdated, and more MCS level selection errors occur. Therefore, the impact of the MCS level selection scheme is stronger. In Fig.4 , we show that the probabilities of successful MCS level selection remain high as the value of f d τ grows. This implies that high values of the throughput can be realized.
Using the rule of (4) to select MCS levels also leads to performance gains when SCSI is used to perform resource allocation. These results show that for the case where only a discrete number of modulation and coding levels are available maximizing the expected sum-rate leads to important throughput gains. These results are in agreement with those of [5] continuous rate case (Shannon-capacity based formulation) and therefore have more theoretical rather than practical significance.
It is also important to present the impact of imperfect CSI on the bit error rate of the system as the value of f d τ varies when a constraint on the target BER is not imposed on the system. As shown in [16] , the instantaneous BER for M-QAM modulation schemes (as well as for BPSK) can be approximated for each user as
where r(γ) denote the number of bits per symbol corresponding to the applied modulation scheme and x is the floor operation which provides the largest integer not greater than x. 
B. Providing a tradeoff between overhead and throughput/fairness
It was established in the previous subsection that when the scheduler works with CSI that is correlated with its current state, significantly higher overall system throughput gains can be achieved. These gains are important even at high user velocities. However, they come at the cost of increased overhead requirements. This overhead load increases with user velocity and the number of active users present in the cell. Therefore, in a fast fading environment it is impractical to assume that all users feedback their CSI to the BS. In this section, we apply the strategy presented in Section 3 to the network under consideration. We In order to quantify the degree of fairness, we use Jain's fairness index which is defined as [20] 
where T k is user k s average throughput.
This factor measures the spread in the users' average throughputs T k , and its value will always be within the range 1/N to 1 [20] . It can easily be verified that J = 1 indicates absolute fairness, whereas J = 1/N indicates no fairness (all resources are allocated to a single user).
Figs 7 and 8 present the variation of the system's throughput and Jain's fairness factor with velocity for each of the cases considered. These figures show that when the users of Group B periodically send their CSI to the BS, higher throughput and fairness compared to the other cases (Case 3,4,5) is achieved. To see why Case 2 performs better we note that the employed CAC scheme has admitted 25 users into the network and that the packet arrival rate equals 1 packet/user/TTI. When Group A users do not periodically feedback their CSI their average queue lengths are not significantly affected as can be seen from the difference between Case 2 (Group A users do not feedback their CSI) and Case 4 (Group A users feedback their CSI) in Fig.9 . This implies that allowing Group A users to feedback their CSI does not lead to efficient usage of the resources allocated for overhead purposes. However, as users move further from the BS, they require more channels to meet their QoS demands. By enabling the users furthest from the BS to feedback their CSI a higher overall system throughput can be realized. This is because a higher number of allocated channels will have been bit-loaded with CCSI. Therefore, unlike [4] , where only the users whose subchannel SNR exceeds a certain threshold feedback their channel quality, these results show that when a CAC unit is employed in conjunction with a scheduler, the queue states need to also be accounted for when deciding which users should feedback their CSI to the BS.
When there is no CAC functionality Case 4 (users with high average SNR feedback their CSI) yields the highest throughput. This is shown in Fig.10 where the 25 users each request a more bandwidth intensive service. The absence of CAC is depicted in Fig 12 which shows the very high queue lengths associated with Group B users when the packet arrival rate for each of the 25 users equals 3 packets/TTI. The absence of CAC functionality also leads to poor fairness as can be seen from Fig.11 . In terms of fairness, the Jain factor remains higher for Case 2 regardless of the CAC scheme. This can be observed in Figs 8,11.
All these results show that as at high velocities, a high amount of overhead is needed for the BS to work with CSI that is correlated with the current CSI and the system-wide spectral resources available for feedback are limited; allowing only the users with the lowest average SNR to periodically send their CSI to the BS leads to a better tradeoff between the bandwidth occupied for feedback and throughput/fairness when an accurate CAC scheme is employed. for the scheduler to continuously work with CCSI, we presented a strategy to optimally use the limited resources reserved for feedback purposes. Simulation results showed that this strategy leads to a higher overall fairness and system throughput when CAC functionality is considered. 
